Vacancy
GMP+ International
Is looking for an

Auditor
Do you have work experience of at least 5 years in the field of Certification of Food/Feed
Safety Management System, conducting third party audits and experience in the food/feed
industry? Do you want to work with one of the global players in the field of feed safety? Do
you like to work in a relatively small, engaged team of professionals and want to play a key
role in the development of GMP+ International? Do you want to contribute to the
improvement of the world’s leading feed safety standards?
Yes? We look forward to receiving your CV!
About GMP+ International
We believe everybody, no matter who they are or where they live, should have access to safe
food. Therefore, every company in the feed chain should be committed to produce safe feed,
so that safe food can be delivered in every household.
In 1992, after various serious incidents with contaminated feed materials, the Dutch feed
industry decided to establish a certification scheme for feed safety: GMP (Good
Manufacturing Process). Today, over 18,000 companies in more than eighty countries
worldwide are GMP+ certified. We continuously improve our scheme together with our
stakeholders and we provide our community valuable information regarding feed safety
assurance. All colleagues deliver in their role an important contribution in building our
dream. The role of GMP+ International Auditor (40 h/w) is now vacant.
Job Description
GMP+ International offers certification through the entire feed chain, starting from trade-,
production-, storage-, processing- and transportation of feed materials. This means that if a
feed producing company is certified, all its suppliers must be certified too, as well as
transport and storage companies that are part of the chain.
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In Europe, the certification system of GMP+ International is leading and highly regarded.
Quality standards are based on ISO and HACCP.
We are looking for a colleague who wants to perform Audits.

Requirements
Market focus
We are looking for someone with an external focus, who will take a central role for GMP+ on
Compliance & Certification. Therefore we need you to be accurate and analytical.
Together
We will help you to take your role in which you execute audits, co-audits and parallel audits
at the certification bodies and certified companies. Together with your colleagues in other
teams you take responsibility to critical and come up with ideas of improvement.
Thought leadership
In our business, you will be seen as the expert on these matters. This requires not only
knowledge and conceptual insights, but also network competencies (international). In your
role it’s essential that you initiate the contact with accreditation bodies and certification
bodies. Being firm and integer are important competencies.
Pragmatic
Essential for the success for our scheme is that our certified companies can work with it in
daily practice. As an Auditor you must be independent and critical. Although as an Auditor
you’re not allowed to give an advise you aim for the improvement of the production process.
Furthermore;
-

You are a team player with an education level of BS/MS (with a specialization in Food
and Feed Technology and/or Agriculture)
You are a certified Lead Assessor
You are responsible for the execution of compliance audits (CB office audits, parallel
and witness audits at the certification bodies and certified companies)
You discuss possible improvements with the certification institutes and companies
You record the audit results and you report the results internally
You give information and advice about the GMP+ Feed Certification scheme
You give feedback to the team about possible improvements in the scheme and the
audit process
You contribute to the risk based approach of compliance assessments
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You Inform the team about developments within certification bodies and certified
companies
- You give feedback about customer satisfaction
- You are responsible for maintaining the quality of the audit process according newest
insights and international accepted standards
- You actively support harmonization of work procedures of certification bodies and
certified companies
You have also:
- Knowledge of the GMP+ FC scheme and the application thereof;
- Knowledge of food processes and / or agricultural processes;
- Knowledge of the production of feed ingredients and the relevant feed legislation;
Knowledge of techniques for risk assessment and control in accordance with
HACCP;
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English, Dutch and German
(knowledge of other European languages (French, Spanish) is a distinct advantage);
- Flexibility for travelling to regions worldwide to conduct the compliance assessment
audits (60% of the time)
-

Job offer
An employment of 40 hours per week with an appropriate compensation package. An
informal, open and collegial work environment and the highly appreciated freedom to
contribute your ideas to the developments.
To apply, please contact HR Advisor, Gwen de Vries at gwen.devries@gmpplus.org
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